ABSTRACT. We determine the projectively flat unitary structure on abelian conformal blocks in terms of WZW-data.
INTRODUCTION
Although it is well-known that an abelian conformal block is the same thing as a complete space of theta functions, the equivalence of these two notions has, we believe, not yet been sufficiently explicated. This paper is a contribution towards clearifying that equivalence, where the emphasis is on the unitary structure. Our motivation is that the classical side of the equation, the theory of theta functions, furnishes a canonical inner product (which originates from a polarized Hodge structure), whereas at the other side no-one yet succeeded in writing down an inner product on a general (nonabelian) conformal block that makes the WZW-connection unitary. Since a generic nonabelian conformal block on a given Riemann surface embeds in an abelian one on (what is called) a cameral cover of that Riemann surface, our goal was, by way of exercise, to transfer the inner product from one side to the other in the hope that the result would suggest what the inner product in the nonabelian case would look like. We did that exercise and we believe that the outcome, namely the inner product in terms of WZW data, is sufficiently interesting to justify publication. For example, the inner product that we find turns out not to be one that comes from the Fock representation. This implies that in the nonabelian case we cannot expect the inner product to comes from one on an integrable highest weight representation of the associated affine Lie algebra. But our work also suggests that the Hodge theory of covers of a Riemann surface will enter (perhaps in the guise of iterated integrals). We wish to emphasize that our treatment is entirely algebraic (and hence, we are tempted to add, simple) to the extent that at no point we encounter (let alone write down) a theta function. Moreover, the discussion is largely self-contained.
Abelian conformal blocks are also the topic of a recent paper by Andersen and Ueno [1] .
Here is a brief description of contents by section. The first three are devoted to the theory of Fock representation in relation to weight one Hodge structures. Section one reviews the construction of the Fock representation Convention. Suppose R is a commutative ring with unit and V a Rmodule. The symmetric group S k acts on the k-fold tensor power ⊗ k R V and we denote by Sym 
FOCK REPRESENTATION FOR A SYMPLECTIC VECTOR SPACE
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let H be a finite dimensional kvector space endowed with a nondegenerate antisymmetric form ( , ). This makes H a symplectic vector space. We note that under the identification E : H ⊗ H → End(H), E(a ⊗ b)(x) = 2(b, x)a the subspace of symmetric tensors Sym 2 (H) gets identified with the Lie algebra sp(H) of the Lie group Sp(H).
The Heisenberg (Lie) algebraĤ associated to H has H ⊕ kh as underlying vector space and bracket [a + λh, b + µh] = (a, b)h. Its universal enveloping algebra UĤ is the quotient of the tensor algebra ofĤ by the 2-sided ideal generated by the elements a ⊗ b − b ⊗ a − (a, b)h. If we stipulate that H has degree 1 and degh = 0, then this ideal consists of even degree tensors and so UĤ has a natural Z/2-grading as a k[h]-algebra:
It is clear that the image of H ⊗ H in UĤ maps under the projection UĤ → UH = Sym • (H) onto Sym 2 (H) with kernel Ch. We therefore denote this image by Sym 2 (H). Accordingly, the image of α ∈ H ⊗ H in Sym 2 (H) is denoted byα. In particular, E −1 takes values in (UĤ) 0 .
Proof. By linearity it suffices to check this in case A resp. B is of the form E(a ⊗ a) resp. E(b ⊗ b). Then we have for any x ∈ H in UĤ the following identity
which yields the last part of the lemma with induction. It also follows that
On the other hand, if x ∈ H, then
and so the lemma follows.
Let F be a maximal totally isotropic subspace F ⊂ H relative to ( , ). ThenF := F ⊕ kh is an abelian subalgebra and hence the linear formF → k given by the coefficient ofh may be regarded as a character ofF. The Fock representation ofĤ defined by F is the representation ofĤ induced by this character:
It is obtained from UĤ by dividing out by the right ideal generated by F and h − 1. That ideal is Z/2-graded and so F(H, F) inherits a Z/2-grading from UĤ:
We shall denote by v o ∈ F(H, F) 0 the generator (the image of 1 ⊗ 1) and by ρ : UĤ → End(F(H, F)) the action of UĤ on F(H, F). Notice that ρ(a • b) acts as 1 2 E(a ⊗ b). Lemma 1.1 gives F(H, F) the structure of a representation of sp(H). Each graded summand F(H, F) i is invariant. The lemma does not generalize very well to the case when H is infinite dimensional (a case we consider below). In this respect, the following modification of τ does a better job. Suppose we are given an isotropic subspace F ′ ⊂ H complementary to F. Then the inclusion F ′ ⊂Ĥ is a Lie homomorphism and the resulting map of F ′ -modules
is an isomorphism. In H ⊗ H we have a projection operator that is the identity on
and transposition on F ⊗ F ′ . We denote that projector by the normal ordering symbol:
Observe that this restricts to an isomorphism of Sym
Although the normal ordering notation is in accordance with common practice, it hides the fact that it depends on a choice of F ′ .
We putτ
So if (e 1 , . . . , e g ) is a basis of F and (e −1 , . . . , e −g ) is the basis of F ′ characterized by (e i , e j ) = iδ i+j,0 , then for D ∈ sp(H),
, where the sum is over all i, j ∈ {−g, . . . , g}.
] is a Lie homomorphism.
Proof. For the first assertion it is enough to verify this for the case that A = E(u ⊗ u) with u ∈ H. If we write u = a + a ′ with a ∈ F, a ′ ∈ F ′ , then
If we combine this with the last assertion of Lemma 1.1 we find thatτ
Since τ is a Lie homomorphism, it follows from the preceding thatτ F ′ is also one.
The interest of the preceding lemma lies not only in its second property, but also in the fact that for infinite dimensional H it may happen thatτ F ′ (A) is defined, but τ(A) is not, because A F ′ is not of trace class. If det(F) is regarded as a character of sp(H) F and L is half this character, or more explicitly, if we are given a one dimensional vector space L on which A ∈ sp(H) F acts as multiplication by
, then it is clear that this isomorphism identifies the representation of sp(H) F defined by τ| sp(H) F with that of (τ F ′ | sp(H) F )⊗L −1 .
THE CASE OF A POLARIZED WEIGHT ONE HODGE STRUCTURE
We take k = C from now on. A natural choice for F ′ arises if we are given a fixed real structure on H (which amounts to giving an anti-involution a →ā on H) for which ( , ) is defined over R: (a, b) = (ā,b)) and F has the property that the hermitian form √ −1(a,ā) is positive definite on F. This means F defines a real Hodge structure of weight 1 on H with H 1,0 = F and H 0,1 =F, polarized by ( , ). For we may then take for F ′ the complex conjugateF. Notice thatF is indeed totally isotropic for ( , ) and that √ −1(a,ā) is then negative definite onF. We will writeτ forτF :
We use the isomorphism
ofF-modules to put an inner product on F(H, F). First we do this onF by taking 1 z,w := √ −1(w,z), z, w ∈ F.
With this convention , is indeed positive definite. We extend this in an obvious way to Sym •F by
if m = n and 0 otherwise 1 In view of the residue formula a more natural choice is z,w := (2π) 
Proof. First observe that there is no loss in generality in taking a ∈ F, because interchanging α and β and complex conjugating then also yields the result forā. So we assume a ∈ F. We may (and will) also assume that α resp. β are representable as products of elements ofF, say byz 1 · · ·z n resp. w 1 · · ·w m . If m = n − 1, then both members of the desired equation vanish and there is nothing to show. So let us take m = n − 1. From the identity
we easily see that ρ(a)α,w 1 · · ·w n−1 equals
Let us extend the anti-involution 'bar' in H to the tensor algebra of H by
is the action of ( √ −1) nᾱ . In particular, the if s ∈ F ⊗ F, then s +s induces in F(H, F) an infinitesimal unitary transformation. Remark 2.3. We see that a vector a ∈ H acts unitarily in F(H, F) if and only if a + √ −1ā = 0. This means that a is of the form (1 − √ −1)u with u real. The set of such vectors is a real subspace of H whose complexification is H. Since it plays here the role of a compact real form, we denote it by H c . If a, b ∈ H c and we write a
is a real form ofĤ. It follows from the preceding that F(H, F) is a unitary representation ofĤ c . It is also irreducible and according to the Stone-von Neumann theorem it is essentially the only irreducible unitary representation ofĤ c . This implies that for another choice F ′ of F, there exists an intertwining isomorphism F(H, F) → F(H, F ′ ) of inner product spaces. By Schur's lemma, this isomorphism is unique up to a phase factor. This explains in an a priori fashion why we have the projectively flat connection on the universal family of Fock representations of H that we will encounter below.
The elements of ρ(Sym 2 F) resp. ρ(Sym
2F
) clearly mutually commute, but an element of one will not in general commute with an element of the other. In the following section we need an expression for the brackets between two such elements. The isomorphism E :
, has the evident restrictions
Proof. Since all terms are linear in α and anti-linear in β it suffices to check this for the case α = a ⊗ a and
It remains to observe that if x ∈ F, then
and that the trace (onF) of this transformation equals 4(ā, b)(b,ā).
UNITARY CONNECTIONS ON FOCK BUNDLES
Let be given a polarized variation of R-Hodge structure (H, ∇ H ,¯, ( , ), F) of weight one over a complex manifold S. We recall that this consists of giving a complex vector bundle H with a flat connection, an anti-involution on H that is flat for ∇ H (so that H is the complexification of flat real vector bundle H R ), a flat symplectic form ( , ) on H that is real relative to¯and a holomorphic subbundle F of H (relative to the holomorphic structure on H that makes the flat local sections holomorphic). We require that these data define in every fiber the structure described as in Section 2. We then have defined a complex vector bundle F(H, F) over S of Fock spaces. This bundle is identified with the symmetric algebra Sym • (F ) and comes with an inner product. We exhibit a natural unitary connection on this bundle.
The connection ∇ H defines on the subbundle F a second fundamental form: if a is a local holomorphic section of F, then consider the projection σ(a) of the H-valued 1-form ∇ H (a) inF along F. This is an element of E 1,0 (F). If f is a local holomorphic function, then σ(fa) = fσ(a) and so σ defines a bundle map: it is a global section of E 1,0 (Hom(F,F )). This section is symmetric relative to the symplectic form (σ(a), b) = (σ(b), a). So the identification
makes σ correspond to a 1-form with values in the symmetric part ofF ⊗F. We denote its complex conjugate by s ∈ E 1 (F ⊗ F), so thats = E
Similarly, we have a second fundamental form for the subbundleF. Not surprisingly this isσ ∈ E 1 (Hom(F, F)), so that s = E −1
So if we are given a local vector field D on S, then s(D) and s(D) are C ∞ sections of UĤ and hence operate in F(H, F).
The connection ∇ H induces a connections on the subbundles F andF: we let ∇ F be the connection on F obtained by applying to a section of F first ∇ H and project onto F alongF. This connection is unitary relative to the restriction of the inner product to F.
The definition of ∇F is similar. It is also unitary and is in fact equal to the connection that we get from (F, ∇ F ) under the complex conjugation map. The connectionF extends in an obvious way to a connection of Sym • (F ). We also view this as a connection on F(H, F). Proof. Since ∇F is unitary inF , it is also unitary in Sym •F . According to Corollary 2.2, ρ(s +s) is an infinitesimal unitary transformation of Sym •F and it then follows that ∇ F is unitary.
It remains to prove that ∇ F is projectively flat. The discussion will be local, of course. Choose o ∈ S and denote the fiber of F over o by F. Choose a local C ∞ -trivialization of F over a neighborhood U of o as a unitary bundle: So H| U has been identified with the constant vector bundle F U ⊕F U . Note that this identification takes into account the real structure and the symplectic form, but not in general the flat structure. The flat connection on H U is now given as a matrix of 1-forms, which on F U ⊕F U takes the shape
The curvature of ∇ H is identically zero and so
(where the wedge sign between matrix valued forms is to be understood in the obvious manner). This amounts to the two identities:
The first of these says that the curvature form Ω(∇ F ) of (F , ∇ F ) equals −σ ∧σ. Likewise we find that the curvature form of (F, ∇ F ) equals −σ ∧ σ so that the curvature of det(F, ∇ F ) is − trace(σ ∧ σ).
The connection form for ∇ F is given by
where we omitted ρ to simplify notation. The curvature form Ω(∇ F ) of ∇ F is therefore
It is clear that s ∧ s = 0 ands ∧s = 0. Furthermore, we may substitute dA F + A F ∧ A F = −σ ∧σ and so the theorem follows from the two lemma's below.
Lemma 3.2.
We have ds+ A F ∧s+ s∧A F = 0 and ds+ A F ∧s +s∧A F = 0.
Proof. Let us write
and observe that bothÃ andσ are sp(H)-valued 1-forms on S. We compute
where we used ( †). We now applyτ to both members and let the resulting expression act in F(H, F). Since the coefficients ofÃ respect F, it follows from Lemma 1.2 thatτ(Ã) acts on F(H, F) asÃ on Sym •F . The latter action is simply that of A F . On the other hand,τ(σ) = τ(σ) = s +s and so we find:
By taking the homogeneous parts of degree −2 and 2 we get the desired equalities (for s ands respectively).
Lemma 3.3. We have the following identity of End(F(H, F))-valued 2-forms:
From Lemma 2.4 we see that this is equal to
which yields the asserted identity of 2-forms.
We can express ∇ F more directly in terms of ∇ H as follows. Let (e 1 , . . . , e g ) be a local basis of holomorphic sections of F and extend this to symplectic basis (e 1 , . . . , e g , e −1 , . . . , e −g ) of local sections of H: (e i , e j ) = sign(i)δ i+j,0 . We put
Since ( , ) is flat for ∇ H , u is symmetric: it is a holomorphic differential with values in Sym 2 H. We claim that
(∇ H (e j ), e i )(e −i , e l )(e −j , e k )
This implies that u ands project to the same Sym
Hence their images in UĤ differ by ah-valued differential on S. We have equality if we take e −i = √ −1ē i .
Proposition 3.4. We have
and if we replaces by u, then the two members differ by a differential on S.
Proof. Let a ∈ F. By Lemma 1.1 we have [s,ā] =σ(ā) in UĤ. It follows that in F(H, F) we have the identity
and hence
where we used thats commutes withā i . The last assertion is clear. 
We can also state this differently: if p : L → S is the geometric realization of L, then p * L has a 'tautological' section whose divisor is the zero section on p. So if p • : L • → S is the restriction to the complement of the zero section (a C × -bundle), then we have an identification of the pull-backs of F(H, F) and F(H, F) ⊗ O S L along p • as holomorphic vector bundles. So the resulting (scalar) modification of the connection ∇ F on (p • ) * F(H, F) is flat. Yet another way to express this fact is to the say that F(H, F) becomes a module over the O S -algebra of differential operators from L to itself.
The preceding suggests the following universal set-up. Let g := 1 2 dim H and consider the subspace of the Grassmannian of g-dimensional subspaces F ⊂ H that define a Hodge structure polarized by ( , ). It has two connected components that are interchanged by complex conjugation. Let S be one of these components. It is an orbit of the real symplectic group Sp(H R ) and as such a symmetric space for Sp(H R ) (a stabilizer is a maximal compact subgroup). It is well-known that S is a contractible Stein manifold. Over S we have a tautological g-plane bundle F (the fiber over [F] is F). It is trivial as a holomorphic vector bundle and so the line bundle det(F) admits a square root, that is, there exists a holomorphic line bundle L on S and an isomorphism L ⊗2 ∼ = det(F). The choice of such a square root is unique up to isomorphism, the isomorphism being unique up to sign. It defines the metaplectic group Mp(L): these are the bundle automorphisms of L that induce in L ⊗2 ∼ = det(F) a transformation in Sp(H R ). It is a connected double cover of Sp(H R ). We denote the central element in the kernel of Mp(L) → Sp(H R ) by −1. The representation of the metaplectic group on the odd summand F(H, F) 1 is faithful and is called the Shale-Weil representation [3] .
Remark 3.7. We could introduce in the definition of F(H, F) a positive real parameter ℓ (a 'level') by letting be F ℓ (F) be the representation of UĤ induced by the linear mapF = F ⊕ Ch → C given by ℓ times the coefficient of h. This however does not really bring us something more general since we may also obtain this by replacing ( , ) by ℓ( , ). As mentioned before, we may think of F(H, F) as dual to the space of theta functions on the fibers of H realive to some unspecified lattice. Mumford had observed that such spaces indeed come with a natural projectively flat connection.
THE WZW CONNECTION ON A FOCK BUNDLE
In this section we fix a C-algebra R and an R-algebra O isomorphic to the formal power series ring R [[t] ]. In other words, O comes with a principal ideal m so that O is complete for the m-adic topology and O/m j is for j = 1, 2, . . . a free R-module of rank j. We denote by K the localization of O obtained by inverting a generator of m. We denote by ord : K → Z the valuation defined by m. It is clear that for N ∈ Z, m N ⊂ K is the O-submodule of K of elements of order ≥ N. The K-module of C-derivations that are continuous (for the m-adic topology) from K into K is denoted by θ K (short for θ K/C since C is our base field). The submodule of those that preserve R resp. kill R is denoted by θ K,R resp. θ K/R . The quotient module θ K,R /θ K/R can be identified with θ R . If ω K/R denotes the K-dual of θ K/R , then we have a universal R-derivation d :
These K-modules come with filtrations: F N θ K,R consists of the derivations that take m to m N+1 and F N ω K/R consists of the K-homomorphisms θ K/R → K that take F 0 θ to m N . In terms of the generator t above, K = R((t)),
The residue map Res : ω K/R → R which, in terms of a local parameter t, assigns to an element of R((t))dt the coefficient of t −1 dt is independent of the choice of t. The R-bilinear map
is a topologically perfect pairing of filtered R-modules: Res(t k .t −l−1 dt) = δ k,l so that any R-linear φ : K → R which is continuous (i.e., φ zero on m N for some N) is definable by an element of ω (namely, k<N φ(t k )t −k−1 dt) and likewise for a R-linear continuous map ω → R. We define an antisymmetric R-bilinear form on K by (f, g) := Res(gdf).
Its kernel is the base ring R ⊂ K, and so we have an induced R-symplectic form on K/R (which d maps isomorphically onto Res
We regard K has an abelian R-Lie algebra. Its enveloping algebra UK is the symmetric algebra Sym Since D ∈ θ K/R is selfadjoint we may identify it with an element of the closure of Sym R 2 K in UK. Let τ(D) be half this element. We shall need to express this in terms of a topological R-basis of K. Let us say that a topological R-basis of K indexed by Z, (e i ) i∈Z , is quasi-symplectic if (i) e 0 = 1 ∈ K, e i ∈ m for i > 0, and (ii) (e i , e j ) = iδ i+j,0 for all i, j.
So if t is a generator of m, then (e i := t i ) i∈Z is a quasi-symplectic basis of K. If k is a positive integer, then there exists an integer N k such that the submodule (
For i > N k , e i is perpendicular to this submodule and so must lie in m k+1 . This proves that a quasi-symplectic basis encodes the topology of K, because a neighborhood basis of zero is the collection of subspaces { i≥k Re i } k . In terms of a quasisymplectic basis, τ(D) takes the following form
Observe that the map τ : θ → UK is continuous. The residue map defines a Heisenberg algebraK (also called the oscillator algebra) with underlying C-vector space K ⊕hR and Lie bracket [f +hr, g +hs] := Res(g df)h.
So [e k , e l ] =hkδ k,l and the center ofK is R[h, e], where e = t 0 denotes the unit element of K. It follows that UK is as an R[h]-algebra the quotient of the tensor algebra of K (over R) tensored with R[h] by the two-sided ideal generated by the elements f ⊗ g − g ⊗ f − (f, g)h. The obvious surjection UK → UK = Sym R,• K is the reduction moduloh.
We complete UK m-adically on the right:
Since for N ≥ 0, m N is an abelian subalgebra ofĤ, this is a completion of R-algebra's. Notice that this completion has the collection e k 1 • · · · • e kr with r ≥ 0, ] (where 
Formula (i) implies that
This is up to a reordering equal to (l − k)τ(D k+l ). The terms which do not commute and are in the wrong order are those for which 0 < k + i = −(l− i) (with coefficient i) and for which 0 < i = −(k+l−i) (with coefficient (l−i)). This accounts for the extra term ] that is a central (Virasoro) extension if θ K/R by R. We denote this central extension byθ K/R . It is independent of the choice of the quasi-symplectic basis (but the sectionτ : θ →θ does depend on it).
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that whenD ∈θ K/R maps to D ∈ θ K/R , then
We saw that ifD ∈θ has positive order, thenDv 0 = 0 and hence such an element acts on
This observation has an interesting consequence. Let A be an R-subalgebra A ⊂ K of Fock type. It is clear that A ⊥ is an A-submodule of K which contains A. The symplectic pairing induces one on
We denote by
Proposition 4.5. The R-module H A is free of rank twice that of K/(A + O).

The symplectic form on H A is nondegenerate, has F A as a maximal isotropic subspace and we have a natural isomorphism F(H
Proof. Let g the rank of K/(A+ O). Choose a lift e −1 , . . . , e −g ∈ K g of a basis of K/(A+O) with the property that A+ g i=1 Re −i is totally isotropic. Notice that m is also isotropic and that
Re −i is a supplement of m in K. Any R-linear form on K − is defined by taking the symplectic product with some element of O. Let for i = 1, . . . , g, e i ∈ m be such that e i ⊥ A and (e i , e j ) = iδ i+j,0 . Then A ⊥ = A + |i|≤g Re i . So (e 1 , . . . , e g ) resp. (e −g , . . . , e g ) projects onto an R-basis of F A resp. H A . It is now also clear that the symplectic form is nondegenerate and that F A is a maximal isotropic subspace.
The natural map
is an isomorphism of K − -modules. Taking A-coinvariants yields an isomorphism Sym R,
A thus obtained is easily seen to be independent of the choice of the e i 's.
We denote by θ K,A,R ⊂ θ K,R the Lie subalgebra of continuous C-derivations K → K that preserve both R and A and byθ K,A,R its preimage inθ K,R . Proof. The first assertion is clear. Now let D ∈ θ K,A,R ∩ θ K/R . Then according to (A 4 ), D sends A ⊥ to A. Since D is also symmetric relative to ( , ), it then follows thatτ
It follows that the preimage of θ K,A,R ∩ θ K/R inθ K/R acts through scalars. This yields the last assertion, because hypotheses (A 1 ) and (A 2 ) imply that any C-derivation of R lifts to θ K,A,R Remark 4.7. The previous discussion generalizes with little modification to the case where the R-algebra K is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of formal Laurent series:
, where P is a nonempty finite index set. We let O = ⊕ p∈P O p and m = ⊕ p∈P m p . If Res : K × ω K/R → R denotes the sum of the residue pairings of the summands, then Res is still topologically perfect. In this setting, the oscillator algebraK is not the direct sum of theK p , but the quotient of ⊕ pKp that identifies the central generators of the summands with a singleh. We thus get a Fock representation F(K, O) ofK that ensures that the unit of every summand O p acts the identity; so it is the induced representation of the rank one representation of F 0K = O + Rh in Rv 0 . For an R-subalgebra A ⊂ K of Fock type we find a central extension of θ R acting on F(K, O) A .
THE FOCK CONSTRUCTION FOR A SINGLE PUNCTURED CURVE
Let C be a nonsingular connected complex projective curve of genus g and P ⊂ C a nonempty finite subset. We put C • := C − P. Since C • is affine, the cohomology of its De Rham complex
is the complex cohomology of C • . In particular,
The latter fits in the complexification of the short exact sequence
whereH 0 (P) stands for the reduced homology of P: the formal linear combinations of elements of P with zero sum. In terms of the De Rham complex above, the map H 1 (C • ; C) →H 0 (P; C) assigns to an element of ω(C • ) its residues at the points of P (recall that the sum of the residues is always zero and an exact form has zero residues). The subspace ω(C) ⊂ ω(C • ) maps under this map onto H 1,0 (C).
We denote by (O P , m P ) the completion of the semi-local ring ⊕ p∈P O C,p with respect to the ideal defining P and by K P the localization of O away from m. The natural map O(C • ) → K P is an embedding of algebra's; we denote its image by A P . The elements of K P whose differential are the restriction of an element of ω(C • ) form a subspace B P ⊂ K P . Notice that for every f ∈ B P , df has zero residues. It then follows from the preceding that B P /A P may be identified with H 1 (C; C) .
The universal continuous C-derivation d : K P → ω K P has kernel the constants C P ⊂ K P (ω K P is a free K P -module of rank one). The residue map
which is nondegenerate in the sense that it identifies ω K P with the continuous dual of O P . So the resulting antisymmetric form
has kernel the space of local constants C P .
The following lemma is a special case of a well-known fact. It connects the intersection pairing on H 1 (C; C) with the residue pairing on K p .
Proof. By assumption df i ∈ ω K P is the restriction of some ω i ∈ ω(C • ). For p ∈ P, let z p be a local analytic coordinate for C at p whose domains are pairwise disjoint. We assume that z p maps its domain isomorphically onto the complex unit disk. Let φ p be a C ∞ function on [0, ∞) with support inside [1, 0) and constant 1 on [0, In the right hand side we may replaceω 1 by ω 1 , because the difference d(−φf 1 ) ∧ω 2 = d(−φf 1ω2 ) is exact as a 2-form on C. So the integral becomes
Corollary 5.2. The subalgebra A P of K P is of Fock type with A ⊥ P = B P and A ⊥ P /A P is canonically identified H 1 (C; C) in such a manner that the intersection pairing on the latter is represented by −2π √ −1 times the residue pairing. Moreover F 1 A ⊥ P = A ⊥ P ∩ m P maps isomorphically onto H 1,0 (C). Proof. If f ∈ K P is such that df is the image of some α ∈ ω(C • ) and g ∈ A P comes fromg ∈ O(C • ), then R P (gdf) is the residue sum of an element of ω(C • ) and hence zero. This proves that B P ⊂ A ⊥ P . Lemma 5.1 implies that the residue form induces a nondegenerate pairing on B P /A P . This implies that B P = A ⊥ P . The other assertions are clear. Denote by K − P ⊂ B P the preimage of H 0,1 (C; C) under the surjection B P → H 1 (C; C). Then the natural map
is an isomorphism (the former maps isomorphically onto H 0,1 (C), the latter maps isomorphically onto H 1 (C, O C ) with the map between them being the natural identification H 0,1 (C) ∼ = H 1 (C, O C )). It follows that the natural map
is also totally isotropic for the residue pairing. These properties make it possible and tractable to choose the coefficients in the Fock representation attached to K P in K − P . We cannot, however, expect that K − P be multiplicatively closed. Example 5.3. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus g > 0 and p ∈ C a Weierstraß point. We suppose C • = C − {p} given as the affine plane curve y 2 = f(x) with f ∈ C[x] a polynomial of degree 2g+1 with distinct roots. The rational function x g /y may serve as a local parameter at p, but we prefer to take a t ∈ K p for which x = t −2 and y = f(t −2 ) = t −1−2g u(t 2 ) −1 , where
It follows that B p is spanned by A p and the
is the span of A p and φ −1 , φ −3 , . . . , φ 1−2g . One may check that K − p is not multiplicatively closed.
Let us denote byK P the Heisenberg algebra defined by residue pairing (with underlying vector space K P ⊕ Ch) and by F(K P , O P ) the Fock representation (induced by the linear form onÔ P = O P ⊕ Ch defined by the coefficient ofh). Then the map
is an isomorphism of K − P -modules. By taking on both sides the covariants relative to the abelian subalgebra A P ofK P , we get an isomorphism from Sym • H 0,1 (C, C) onto F(K P , O P ) A P . The resulting isomorphism
can however be obtained without reference to H 0,1 (C) as the maps
induce maps
which are both isomorphisms.
Suppose that π :C → C is a connected nonsingular projective curve over C such that there is no ramification over P. IfP denotes the preimage of P, then (via π * ) we have K P ⊂ KP, A P = AP ∩ K P , B P = BP ∩ K P , B P ∩ mP = B P ∩ m P and RP|ω(C • ) = deg(π).R P . The obvious map B P /A P → BP/AP corresponds to the pull-back π * :
which can be understood as the embedding
Since this map multiplies the inner product by deg(π), we replace it by its multiple by deg(π) −1 , so that the embedding becomes isometric. If the covering is Galois with Galois group G, then G acts on H 0,1 (C) and H 0,1 (C) G is the image of H 0,1 (C).
For a fixed C and P, the nonsingular connected coversC → C that are not ramified over P form a direct system and so we find a Fock spacẽ
and an isometric embedding
Since any smooth projective curve is a finite cover of P 1 , any two connected smooth projective curves are dominated by a connected common finite cover (take a connected component of the normalization of their fiber product over P 1 ). So this limit is huge (it does not have a countable basis).
THE FOCK CONSTRUCTION FOR A FAMILY OF PUNCTURED CURVES
We here assume given a family π : C → S of curves (π that is smooth and proper with connected genus g curves as fibers) and a finite nonempty union of mutually disjoint sections P ⊂ C. We shall also assume that S is nonsingular and connected (so C will then also have these properties). We put C • := C − P. The previous construction applies fiberwise: the local system H R := R 1 π * R C comes with a symplectic form. Its underlying holomorpic vector bundle
comes with a flat connection ∇ H (whose flat sections define H := H R ⊗ C ⊂ H) and a flat symplectic form. The De Rham complex defines a short exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles
We put F := π * ω C/S . Then the C ∞ -subbundleF of H maps isomorphically onto R 1 π * O C . As in the absolute case, we find that A P is a sheaf of Fock subalgebras of K P and that we have an isomorphism of vector bundles
where A P := π * O C • . It is induced by the homomorphisms of O S -modules
from which we see that this isomorphism is holomorphic. We wish to compare the WZW-connection on the left with the connection defined above on the right.
Denote by θ C,S the sheaf of O C into itself that cover a π −1 O S -derivation, or what amounts to the sheaf of vector fields on C that lift a vector field on S. So we have an exact sequence 0 → θ C/S → θ C,S → π −1 θ S → 0.
Notice that π * θ C • ,S acts on K P .
Lemma 6.1. The action of π * θ C • ,S on K P preserves the O S -submodules A P and B P and the action of π * θ C • ,S on their quotient B P /A P factors through θ S . This makes B P /A P a D S -module which via the isomorphism B P /A P ∼ = H is just covariant derivation.
Proof. LetD ∈ π * θ C • ,S . If f is a local section of π * O C • , then clearly, so isD(f). If f is a local section of B P , then d K P /S f is the restriction of a local section α of π * ω C • /S . Locally on S, α lifts to an absolute differential α ∈ π * ω C • . The Lie derivative LD(α) also lies in π * ω C • . Near P, this Lie derivative equals d K P /SD (f), which shows thatD(f) ∈ B P . If D = 0, then there is no need to lift α to an absolute differential. Since α is relatively closed, LD(α) is the relative differential of the local section D , α of π * ω C • /S and henceD(f) ∈ D , α . It follows thatD(f) ∈ A P . A standard argument [2] identifies the resulting action of D S on B P /A P with covariant derivation in H.
Theorem 6.2. The isomorphism F (H 1 (C, C) , H 0 (ω S )) ∼ = F(K P , O P ) π * O C • takes the Fock connection ∇ F to the WZW-connection and thus makes the latter a unitary connection.
Proof. As explained in Section 4, we have a central extensionθ C • ,S of θ C • ,S by O S which acts on F(K P , O P ) according to the following rule: ifD ∈θ C • ,S lifts D ∈ θ C • ,S , then
where it remains to explainDv o . We here describe the latter element up to O S -multiple of v o in terms of D only; for a more complete discussion we refer to Section 4. Choose a local basis (ω 1 , . . . , ω g ) of π * ω C/S . Let e j ∈ m P be such that de j = jω j . We extend this to a quasi-symplectic basis of K P in the sense of Section 4 that is well adapted to the situation: Choose {e −i ∈ B P } g i=1 such that Res(e −i ω j ) = jδ ij and Res(e −i de −j ) = 0 (here i, j > 0) and put e 0 = 1 ∈ K P . Let {e −i } ∞ i=g+1 be a basis of A P = π * O C • . Then {e i } i≤0 is a basis of K − P and {e i } i≤g is basis of B P . We extend this to a quasi-symplectic topological basis {e i ∈ K P } i∈Z of K P . NowDv o has the property that if we put Res D, ω i ω j ij e −i • e −j • v o .
Up to a scalar in O S , the last action only depends on D S . It follows that under the isomorphism F(K P , O P ) π * O C • ∼ = F(H, F), this action coincides with the one on F(H, F).
